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minute fire-rating compliant 
as part of a certified system

weeks potential labour saving 
on site due to factory fit

percent less cost compared 
to industry alternatives
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The CladEx Innovation range offers sleek, contemporary Metallics and warm, 
traditional Wood Grains minus the traditional maintenance issues. CladEx can 
be used as an overclad system for modular refurbishment projects or as a 
high-performance external finish for new builds.
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It’s what’s on the outside 
that counts, too.
CladEx is the external cladding system designed to improve the thermal 
efficiency and overall aesthetic of modular buildings. 
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Traditional wood cladding emits a warm and welcoming aesthetic but, for 
purposes of maintenance, longevity and fire safety, steel is the superior 
choice. Wood Grain CladEx combines the best of both worlds, creating an 
aesthetic impact that is made to last.

The sleek, contemporary finish of the metallic CladEx is backed up by its 
outstanding technical performance. Designed to withstand the harshest 
of environments, the grained surface of the metallic panel is robust and 
hard-wearing with a steel guarantee of up to 35 years.

Bonded pre-finished steel

Rigid extruded 
ecofoam board 

WOOD GRAIN METALLIC

The composite CladEx panel is made up of a thermally-efficient, 
lightweight, closed-cell core bonded to pre-finished steel. 
The long edge folded steel and interlocking hidden-fix joint eliminate the 
need for T-section cover trims, giving a neater finish in a shorter time. 

COMPOSITION

Steel performance guaranteed

Durable, abrasion-resistant top coat

60-minute fire rating - As part of a standard modular 
wall construction

Manufactured in the UK

Factory fit capability - Save up to 3 weeks of site labour

Up to 50% less cost than industry alternatives 

Suitable for new builds and refurbishment projects

U-value as low as 0.22 W/m²K achievable - As part of a 
standard modular wall construction
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